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Setting Up

Clear all debris - Remove all debris on top of 
tent, clean and remove any discoloration on 
tent or visual distractions, make sure interior of 
tent is clean and make sure not too many 
dead/brown leaves are around the front of tent

Align Adirondack chairs so they are 
merchandised properly typically on tent deck 
at an angle

Make sure all tables are aligned and all sight 
lines are parallel

Fire pit should be set out and visible in some 
shots of the overall campsite (can be 
merchandised with some logs and camp 
chairs if available)

Remove garbage can from photos

Make the bed and make the interior look 
inviting

Site Prep A

Roll up tent flaps - This includes both the 
main entrance to the tent but also unzipping 
and rolling the flaps on the tent windows (do 
not leave window flaps hanging). Rolled tent 
flaps allow more light into the interior of the 
tent and make the tent look more inviting. On 
the front of the tent, roll back both the canvas 
flaps and the screen so the interior of the tent 
can be seen.

Make sure Loo Tent and Pop-Up tent are not 
in any shots with the main canvas wall tent. 
The loo and pop-up tent should be 
photographed separately as stand alone shots. 
(Note: Suggest bringing some metal clips/pins 
to hold open Loo tent flap)

For CampKeepers with multiple pages, make 
sure you identify which site is which! Signs 
are a good thing!
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Do not choose a day that is dark or 
ominous the photos should be light and 
inviting.

Shoot in the AM or later in the day rather 
than in the middle of the day when the sun is 
directly overhead (unless you are in a heavily 
wooded site). Golden hour is always best.

If it is a “blue sky” day, include some site 
shots that include the sky. Having some 
color helps with the contrast of the tent. 

Try to take photos when leaves are still on 
the trees. If a site is open year-round, include 
winter shots with snow in your listing.
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Photography Considerations

Imperative
Have the bed made
Use a non-distracting blanket



Suggested Props
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● Bedding for Tentrr bed
● Small throw blanket
● Dog(s)!! 
● Cooler
● Camping Lantern 
● Camping/Enamel Plates
● Camping/Enamel Cups
● Wine bottle
● Rugged water bottle
● People showing the site being used
● Games 
● Hardcover Books
● S’more’s ingredients
● Wood cutting board

Dog!!!

People Using the Site

Vintage Lamps



Tent Shots
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Shot 1: Interior
Take a shot as wide as possible from the 
entrance of the tent that encompasses the 
entirety of the interior. Please make sure that 
the bed has a blanket, linens and pillows 
with pillowcases (fresh and modern versus 
old and dingy).

Shot 2: Interior Details
Take a shot of an interior detail or a side 
view of the interior of the tent. Perhaps an 
old camping lantern or a stack of books on a 
side table. 

Shot 3: Wake Up view
The view to the outside from sitting on the 
bed with tent open to see exterior What will 
it look like when you wake up?

Shot 4: Wide Shot 
Wide shot of the front of the tent that 
encompasses the natural surroundings 
Include trees, hills or anything that gives a 
sense of place Tent flaps and screen should 
be neatly pinned back.

Shot 1 Shot 2

Shot 3 Shot 4
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Shot 5: Wide shot of the back of the tent 
A shot that encompasses the natural 
surroundings Include trees, hills or anything that 
gives a sense of place. Tent does not have to be 
centered in this shot.

Shot 6: Sky Shot (if using drone)
A shot from above will give campers a visual 
representation as to where exactly this tent is 
located.

Shots 7-8: Nature around Tent
What does the site look like on approach? Are 
there amenities visible to the site/adjacent to the 
site? 

Make sure a guest gets a clear visual 
understanding of what the site looks like when 
they walk up. Capture some of the trees/foliage 
surrounding the tent.

Tent Shots

Shot 5 Shot 6

Shot 7 Shot 8
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Shots 9-12: Nature around Tent
What does the site look like on approach? Are 
there amenities visible to the site/adjacent to the 
site? 

Make sure a guest gets a clear visual 
understanding of what the site looks like when 
they walk up. Capture some of the trees/foliage 
surrounding the tent.

Tent Shots (cont)

Shot 9 Shot 10

Shot 11 Shot 12
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Shots 13-16: Other standard Tentrr equipment
Picnic table with benches and prep station

One wider angle shot of full picnic set-up (table, 
benches & prep station). One or two close-ups of 
the table top in an active state with some 
camping items like s’mores or rugged camping 
mugs on top of the table. Shoot this shot from 
side angle or top-down.

Tentrr Loo in Privacy tent - close-crop shot with 
Loo inside the Privacy Tent with the flap to tent 
pinned open so people understand the camp 
toilet/Loo before they get to site.

Tent Shots

Shot 13 Shot 14

Shot 15 Shot 16
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Shots 17-20: Surrounding amenities
Capture what the guests can do close by. 

Examples:  Antiquing, museums, kayaking, 
tubing, hiking, biking, food, you get the idea. 
Anything guests may want to do while staying at 
your site.

Amenities

Shot 13 Shot 14

Shot 15 Shot 16
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Video Considerations
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Videography Needs C

● What does the campsite look like?

● How does the approach look?

● What does the interior look like?

● What does the site look like on the deck, 

panning around the site? 

● Where is the fire pit and the views?

● Are there amenities visible to the 

site/adjacent to the site? A view?

● What does cooking dinner at the site look 

like or roasting marshmallows? 

Imagine that you are booking a hotel and want 
to see the room and the surrounding areas.

Think about capturing the guest experience so 
they know what to expect. The more Guest 
point of view these videos are, the better. 

Make sure a guest gets a clear visual 
understanding of what the site looks like when 
they walk up, how accessible is the site? and 
what it feels like to be in the campsite

Capture some of the trees/foliage surrounding 
the tent

Capture video of the site at dusk or night to 
show the tent lighted and inviting. 



Aspirational Video
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These are drone shots of the area. What does 
it look like hiking? Swimming? Playing guitar 
around a fire? What can you do there at the 
site that would make a potential camper want 
to come beyond staying in a tent? 

Samples

Michelob Pure Gold Experience Compilation

Tentrr on Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/623509736
https://vimeo.com/tentrr


Video Edits
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Videography Needs C

Tentrr will provide a video bumper that should 
be used for opening and closing sequences. 
Videos should be anywhere from 15 seconds to 
one minute long.

● 15 second clip for social media that 
embodies the essence of the site and has 
guests wanting more.

● 30 second video that shows more detail 
and surroundings- social and other 
sharing.

● 1 minute video with the full site overview 
and surrounding areas, amenities, extras 
and things to do around the site- can 
include close by attractions.

Tentrr logo for video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hQVOFTgUYOBIQYlutMigxaXSIGJsqj8y/view?usp=sharing

